
LLC 
1. Watch the clip. 
https://www.literacyshed.com/buster.html 

 
Complete the film review.  After write another 
review on any film of your choice.  
 
2. Pet Care of a Dog Comprehension- choose 
your difficulty.  
 
3. Beat the Teacher reading competition- see 
poster.   

Maths and Numeracy 
1. Answer the addition and subtraction reasoning 
questions for your year group.  
 
2. Find 10 coins around the house. Count up the total. 
After, make calculations using some or all of the coins. 
 
3. Complete the daily maths problems.  

Humanities 
1. Create a timeline of the famous animals so that they are in 

order, starting with which was around the earliest to the most 

recent-either digitally or on paper. Have a look at my example 

on the worksheet.  

 

2. Do some research on Micky Mouse, Ham the Chimp and T-

rex Victoria to find out why they are famous as well as one 

cool fact about them.  Input your research into the table and 

use the websites on the worksheet.  
 

 RE 

1. Read through the power point.  
 
2. Cut up the pictures and text. Can you match the text 
to the pictures? (Worksheet 1) 
 
3. Write a short description below each of the pictures. 
Hide the text from the last activity to see how much 
you remember. (Worksheet 2) 
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Resources for each task are on the school website 

and in our google classroom (GC)  

Health and Wellbeing 

 

Think carefully about interesting words that you could 
use to create a poem about friendship. Create a shape 
poem after you have decided what words and phrases 
to include. Choose any shape you think is best for 
friendship. Have a look at the example. 

Welsh  

Oes neu Nac Oes branch diagram. 
There are six different animals on the first slide. 
Read the questions carefully and answer oes or 
nac oes to help you decide where each animal 
needs to be put on the branch diagram. 

Science and Technology 
1. Have a go at labelling the parts of a snail on 
worksheet. Go to www.evolutionmegalab.org to see if 
you were right.  
 
2. Try the activities on worksheet.  
-Do the same snails return to the same place day after 
day?  
-Have a snail race. **Remember to wash your hands. 

Expressive Arts 
Follow the instructions on the sheet to learn 

how to draw a snail. After, you can colour it or 
even paint it onto a large pebble for your 

garden.  

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/buster.html
http://www.evolutionmegalab.org/

